Abstract. Let ¡i be a central Borel measure on a compact, connected group G. If 0 is isolated in the range of ¡i, then there exists a closed, normal subgroup H oi G such that tthh, the restriction of ¡i to the cosets of H, is the convolution of an invertible measure with a nonzero idempotent measure. This result extends I. Glicksberg's result for LCA groups. An example is given which shows that this result is false in general for disconnected groups.
hypercosets of H. For a discussion of canonical measures and the hypercoset structure of a compact group, see Rider [9] , [10] .
For H a normal Borel subgroup of G, we define "nHp G M(G) by (wp) = Sc(£nx//) (pEM(G)), X the sum being over distinct coset representatives of //. An argument identical to that in Rudin [11, p. 63] shows that the mapping ju, -» trHp is an algebra homomorphism of the convolution algebra M(G). An easy computation shows that irH maps MZ(G) into itself. Finally, we define 1(G) by 1(G) = { p. G MZ(G): p. ^ 0 and 0 is isolated in the range of ß}. Thus, if ft G 1(G), then there exists an e > 0 such that if a G T, then | ß(a)\ > e or ß(a) = 0. We can now state our main theorem. Theorem 1. Let G be a compact, connected group and let p. G 1(G). There exists a closed, normal subgroup H of G such that irHp = v * tj, where v is an invertible central measure and -q is a nonzero H-canonical measure.
The proof will rely on a structure theorem for compact, connected groups. A theorem of A. Weil [12, p. 91] states that every compact, connected group is a factor group of a group of the form A X iI/Ga, where A is abelian, each G" is a compact, connected, simple Lie group and / is some index set. We first prove Theorem 1 for / finite, then for / countable and finally for / of arbitrary cardinality. We defer until later the extension to factor groups.
3. Finite products. In this section we will prove Theorem 1 for groups of the form A X l\"G¡, where A is abelian, and each G, is a compact, connected, simple Lie group. We first define some properties that are satisfied by the groups G,.
Definition. A group G is said to satisfy Condition I if for all x G Z(G), the center of G,
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A group G is said to satisfy Condition II if for each positive integer t there are finitely many ß. E T, each ß, of degree t, such that if a G T and d(a) = t, then a = yßj for some /?, and y E T with d(y) = 1.
These conditions were introduced by Rider in [9] , where he showed that they were satisfied by the unitary groups. Using results of Ragozin [8] , Rider [10] proved that all compact, connected, simple Lie groups satisfy these conditions. This implies that for these groups the number of representations of a given degree is finite since the only linear character on such groups is identically 1. It is obvious that Condition II is also satisfied by abelian groups as well as by finite products of groups each satisfying Condition II.
If G is a compact, connected simple Lie group, then Z(G) is finite. The set Zx = {a G T: xpa\z = 1} is the dual object of the factor group G/Z. This set contains representatives of arbitrarily large degree. For if not, then G/Z would contain an open abelian subgroup (C. C. Moore [7] ), contradicting the connectedness of G. Using this fact one can prove that if y E T(Z), then there exists a sequence {a} c T(G) with d(a) -» oo such that xpa\ = y for all a (see Rider [9] ). Now consider the collection of subsets {yxZy~x}y£G where x G Z. We claim that this collection is infinite. If not, then the index |G/Z: C(xZ)/Z| < oo where C(xZ) = { vZ: xyZ = yxZ), the centralizer of xZ in the group G/Z. Since G/Z is connected, we conclude that C(xZ) = G, i.e., xZ G Z(G/Z). The idea of the proof is to show that either fi|Z ¥= 0, or else ft is of b.r.t. Throughout the remainder of this section, A will denote an abelian group and G, a compact, connected, simple Lie group. Since G, satisfies Condition I, the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that the last integral in (2) converges to 0. Since a E E(p) and p. E 1(G), it follows that a, ¥= 0. Now let y E T(ZX) and ß E T(n.2G¡). Choose a sequence {X} c T(GX) with d(X) -> oo such that ^x|Zl = y. Then / A*, dox = f *x*p dp~ f \*B dp.
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As before, the last integral in (3) converges to 0 as d(X) -» oo. Since ft G 1(G), it follows that o, G /(//,). If a, is not of b.r.t., then we can repeat the above process. Thus we obtain a subgroup H = II,//,, where //, = Z(G¡) or G" and a measure a G /(//) of b.r.t. If K is a normal subgroup of //, then K is a normal subgroup of G, and the argument that was used to prove (1) can be easily generalized to show that 77^ = 77^0.
Lemma 2 allows us to restrict ourselves to measures of b.r.t. We shall complete the section by showing that such measures can be written as a finite sum of measures (with character coefficients) each of which can be viewed as a measure on an abelian factor group for which Glicksberg's theorem holds.
Let H be a closed, normal subgroup of G and let 77 be the natural projection of G onto G/H. If ft G M(G), we define the projection ft* of ft onto G/H by the equation [ fdp*= f f(tr(x)) dp (f E C(G/H)).
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The transform of p agrees with the transform of ft* on Hx. Thus, if ß vanishes off Hx, then p can be identified with a measure on G/H. This will be the case if ft satisfies the equality p = p * mH. Also, if v is a measure on G/H, then there is a measure ft on G such that p* = v and ft = ft * mH. Proof.We shall first show that if ft is supported on xK, then ft* is supported on tt(xK). Let U' be an open set in G/ H such that U' n -n(xK) = 0, and let /' be a continuous function supported on U'. If we define U = tr~x(U') and f(x) = f'(ir(x)), then U is open in G, U n xK = 0, and / is a continuous function supported on U. Thus fG/Hf'dp* = 0, which implies that \p*\(U') = 0 and hence that ft* is supported on tr(xK).
Next, we show that if p vanishes on Borel subsets of the coset xK, then ft* vanishes on Borel subsets of the coset tr(xK). Let e > 0. By the regularity of ft there is an open set U D xK such that |ft|(i/) < e. Let U' -ir(U) and let /' be a continuous function supported on U' such that H/'H«, < 1. If f(x) = f'(tr(x)), then f f'dp* = ( fdp <e. Proof. Let ßi G T(G') and put 0¡ = d(ßi)xß.mG'-Then 0¡ is a central idempotent and E(9¡) = ßtT(A). Since ft is of b.r.t. and G satisfies Condition II, ft is a finite sum of measures of the form ft * 0¡. Put X, = xbBp * mG,. An elementary calculation (see Rider [9] ) shows that p * 0¡ = d( /8,)x>X,-It is clear in the proof of Lemma 4 that 0 is an isolated value in the range of each X,. Since X, = X, * mG,, we can view X, as an element of 1(A) and apply Glicksberg's result to X,. However, the X, may yield different //,. The next lemma deals with this problem.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 5. Let X, G 1(A) for 1 < i < n, then there exists a compact subgroup H of A such that, for all i, trH\ = v¡ * tj" where v¡ is invertible and tj, is H-canonical, and at least one tj, ¥= 0.
Proof. We will assume n = 2, the general case following easily by induction. We apply Glicksberg's result to X, and X2, so that there exist compact subgroups H and K such that •trH\x = vx * tj, and 77^X2 = v2 * tj2, where 17, is //-canonical and r/2 is Ä"-canonical. The proof is now divided into three cases.
Case l. H n AT is open in H and in K.
In this case, 77^ = trHK = 77^, and it is easily seen that we can replace both H and K by HK.
Case Proof. By Lemma 4, ft = '2/x"d(ß,)xa,\> where X, = xpßp * mG. for all i. The projection X* of X, onto G/G' is an element of I(G/G'), and so by Lemma 5 (since G/G' ^A) there exists a closed, normal subgroup H/G' of G/G' such that "/r/G'\* = v¡ * %* where tj, «: mH/G. and v¡ G M~X(G/G') for all /'. Since at least one tj, # 0, we can assume tj, ¥= 0 for all i. Identify v¡ and tj, with measures on G, so that v¡ * mG, = t>, and tj, * mG, -tj,. Thus tj, < mH for all i and there exist measures v[ on G such that v¡ * v'¡ = mG" (Note that mG, is identified with the identity measure in M(G/G').)
Now by Lemma 3, (irHr\)* = wH/GA*. Thus, trH\ * mG, = v¡ * tj,. This implies that irH\ ¥= 0, and since X, * mG. = X,, we have 4. Countable products. In this section we consider the case when G = A X n,°G,, where A and G, are as in the preceding section. If ft G MZ(G), then we shall say that ft is of bounded representation type in each coordinate if there exist positive integers M" 1 < /' < 00, such that if a = ax ■■■ an E E(p) and d(a¡) > M¡ for some i, then ß(a) = 0. We shall first reduce the problem to measures which are of b.r.t. in each coodinate. We then shall prove that if ft is such a measure and u G 1(G), then there exists an N such that ft = ft * mH, where H = LI"+,G,. Hence we can treat ft as a measure on A X nfG, and apply the results of the previous section. _ We note that by replacing ft by ft * ft, where ß(E) = ft(F ~ '), we can assume that /I is positive. It is also clear that we can assume ß (c) The function fx = 1 G B, and if f G B then there is an F-sequence {a} G E(p) with ^ap^fp in norm, and for every F-sequence {a} G E(u), ^"ft-»/ft in norm (for a subsequence of {a}) for some f E B.
(d) The set B is partitioned into finitely many subsets Bx, . . . , Bn by f ~ g if E(fp) = E(gp).
(e) a E E(p) if and only if ||(¥a -/)ft|| < 8 for some f E B, then there exist h¡ E L°°(| ft|), 1 </'<«, such that if a = hx p * ■ ■ ■ * hnp, then ||(*a -l)a|| < 1/600 if and only if a E E(o).
Proof. We shall first show that if /, g and h E B with / ~ g, then E(fhp) = E(ghp). Note that we do not claim that fh E B. Since \\fhp\\ = || p\\, we have that fhp ^ 0. Let Vpp -^> gp and ^/x -» hp. If a G E(fhp), then 0 =£ fëjh dp = lim,,/'*a^yf dp. Thus, for y > y0, f^^f dp ¥= 0 and a 0 y is irreducible. This implies that ay G F(/ft) = F(gft), so that 0 ^= /*a^y g dp = lim/3/^a4'Y4'/8 dp if y > y0. Since a 0 y 0 ß is irreducible for ß large enough, f^a^y g dp > 1. Thus, }*ahg dp = limy/*a*yg dp > 1, i.e., a G E(ghp). Similarly, E(ghp) c E(fhp). 
Since/, = 1, there is a gK such that !(*, -arVI < s-
We will show that gKo = a.
From (4) and (5) < n28x/2M" + 2nM"-x8x/2 < 1/600 for 8 small enough. The second inequality above follows by integrating over R" and (R")c separately.
The following lemma extends a result of Glicksberg's [2] to compact groups. It is a generalization of Helson's translation lemma.
Lemma 11. Let G be a compact group and suppose <i'ap -* u, w*, where {^"J C T is an irreducible sequence. If 0 ¥= to = w * tj, where tj is H-canonical, then {^a} is contained in a finite number of hypercosets of H±.
Proof. The proof follows Glicksberg exactly. Since u = u * tj, it follows that h -* 8h * w is norm-continuous on //. Let ft = p + a be the Lebesgue decomposition of ft with respect to |w| where p < |w| and a_L |co|. Thus h -» 8h * p is also norm-continuous on //, and therefore we can approximate p in norm by JH8h * p ■ f(h) dmH = p * fmH, where / G L\(H). If the conclusion of the lemma is false, then ^JmH -» 0, w*, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, so that ^"(p * fmH) -* 0, w*, since {a} is an irreducible sequence. Thus ^"p-»0, w*, and to = lim ^a<r. Now let g be a w*-cluster point of {^a} in L°°(|a|). Then u = go but w_La, a contradiction.
The following lemma can be found in Rider [10, p. 471].
Lemma 12 (Rider) . Let H be a closed normal subgroup of a compact group G. Suppose {¥"} is a sequence in T such that |^a(x)| -* 1 a.e. (mH). Then, for a large enough, \^fa(x)\ = 1 on H.
Theorem 13. Let G = A X n,°G, and let p E 1(G) be of b.r.t. in each coordinate.
There exists an integer N such that p = p * mH, where H = Uy+XG¡.
Thus ft can be considered as a measure on A X nfG, and we can apply the results of §3. Note that the theorem implies that ft is of b.r.t.
Proof. As noted at the beginning of this section, we can assume ß(a) > 1 for all a E E(p). If || ft 11 = 1, then ft is an idempotent and hence ft = ymK, where K = A0 X Iir'G, with A0 a compact subgroup of A and y G T(AQ) (see Greenleaf [4, Theorem 2.1.4]). Now assume the theorem is true for all measures of norm less than/I and assume 1 < A < || p|| < A + 1/100.4.
Assume the theorem is false. Using the fact that ft is of b.r.t. in each coordinate and that each G, satisfies Condition II, we obtain a sequence {an} c F(ft) with the following properties.
(a) a" = ßx ■ ■ ■ yß"y"X", where ßi G T(G,.), y" G T(A) and X" G r(II?+,G,.). 
Define K = A X nf°G" where N0 > N is chosen so that aN E T(K), and put X = ^a ft * mK. Then 1 E E(X), X G 1(G) and X is of b.r.t. in each coordinate. If a E E(\), then
From (6) and (7) it follows that |(77PX)"(a)| > 3/4 if a G F(X). In particular, F(X) G E(<nP\). Let B = {<o: to = w*-lim % X, where {/"} is an F-sequence in F(X)}. Since
G E(\), 0^ B G 1(G). Also, w G B implies that G £(w). Using diagonal
sequences one can show that B is closed in the w* topology. Since 0 G B, it follows that B contains an element co0 of minimal norm. Suppose ||ío0|| < A. The induction hypothesis implies that to0 is a trigonometric polynomial on G. If (¿0 = lim ^, X, then Lemma 11 implies that ¥, = 1 for n large enough, and hence co0 = X. Since 77^ ¥= 0, it follows that F is open in G and thus P = G. Now suppose A < ||w0|| < A + 1/100/1. If co0 = lim ty, X, a result of Rider [10, Lemma 7.4] shows that ||^,X -ty, X|| < 1/4 for n, m large enough. Letting m -» 00, we have the inequality ||^, X -w0|| < 1/4, and hence ||^tTTP\ -TTp(¿0\\ < 1/4 for n large enough.
From (8) ||(^0 -l)o0|| < 1/600. Lemma 9 implies that o0 is a multiple of Haar measure of II"i+,G,. Now recall that F(co0) Ç E(itpu0). This implies that if ^aw0-»/w0 in norm, then E(f\0) G E(ftTPX0), and thus E(h¡X¿) G E(h¡irPX0) for 1 < i < «. Therefore, F(a0) Ç E(trPo0) and hence 77^,^ ^ 0. Thus F is open in LT"i + ,G,, hence in G. Lemma 12 now yields the existence of an M such that ^ = 1 for all / > M. Let e -ßi ' ■ ' ßw let K = nfG, and let to = w*-lim y*A(*flfi * mK) (for a subsequence). We shall identify to with its projection on the group A X LT^+,G,. We can repeat the argument given above beginning with the paragraph following (7) (and omitting the following two paragraphs), replacing X by the measure to. What was needed there was the fact that 1 G E(X) to ensure that B =£ 0. We thus obtain a measure <o0 = lim ^, to, where {tn} is an F-sequence in E(co), and functions hx, . . . ,hn such that ifX0 = u0*mK and o = /i,Xo * • • • * /i^Xq, then a E E(o) if and only if ||(¥" -l)a|| < 1/600. Here A"0 = iIf°G" where M0 > M, and as usual CT is identified with its projection on A X W^ +XG¡.
We claim now that, for some Mx > M0, o = o * mH, where H = W^ G,. To see this, we repeat the arguments in the first part of the proof to show the existence of an integer / and a sequence {a"} G E(o) with an = ßx ■ ■ ■ AyAp where {y"\,} forms an F-sequence. We can also assume d(X") > 1 for all n. Let ß = /?, • • • ß, and choose integers nx and n2 such that yn Xn yn \ is irreducible. Now |/ (*)yä,yä2 -0*| < KVA, -lH+KVA, -OHI < m ■ Thus, since 1 G E(o) and o E 1(G), there exists 0, G ß 0 ß such that 0iY" A,, y" \,2 G E(o). Hence, ||(% y ^ ¥ ¥^ -l)o|| < 1/600, and we can repeat the argu-ment to show that for some 92 E 0X 0 ß and some y"3X"3, 92yHX"iy"X"2yniK} E E(o). Thus we obtain a sequence {tm} G E(o) with tm = O^^y^ ■ ■ ■ y^X^. By repeating again the arguments in the first part of the proof, we see that X^ = 1 for m large enough, a contradiction and our claim is established. Now let g = vv*-lim *,n in L°°(|<o|). Then, since C(G) G L°°(|<o|), we have that to0 = gu = w*-lim y^K(gpo)
where ft,, = tygp * mK. Since {y"X"} is an irreducible sequence, X0 = <o0 * mKo = w*-lim y"^(gfto * mK).
Also, for each i claim that a = p\H ¥= 0 and that o E 1(H). This will complete the proof since we can then apply Theorem 6 to a and use the fact that 77^0-= irKp for K a normal subgroup of H.
If I p\(H) = 0 then the regularity of ft implies the existence of open sets Vn d H such that I p\(Vn) < \/n. Hence, | fi|(n f^) = 0, and since each Vn restricts only a finite number of coordinates, it follows that | fi|L4 X LTyZ, X HI_JGa) = 0 where / is countable. However, the results in the first two paragraphs of §4 show that this is impossible since we are assuming that ft is of b.r.t. for only finitely many coordinates.
To show that a G 1(H) let y G T(H), let e > 0, and let V be an open set containing H such that | p\(V -H) < e. If ß E T(G) is chosen such that ^ß\H = y, then f ydo= f*ßdp-f*ß dp\G_v -f*/, dp\v_H.
The last integral on the right has absolute value less than e. Since V restricts only a finite number of coordinates, ß can be chosen (with d(ß) large) so as to make the second integral less than e (see the third paragraph in §4). Since ft G 1(G), it follows that a E 1(H). By comparing transforms it is easy to see that v* is invertible in M(G/H) and that tj* « mHK/H. 6. A counterexample. Theorem 1 fails for the disconnected case. Let G be the semidirect product T X T X \Z2, where F is the circle and Z2 the group of order 2. Z2 acts on F X F by a(tx, t2) = (t2, tx) for a ¥= e. Let ft, be Haar measure on F x e X e, ixj Haar measure on e x T x e and u3 Haar measure on F X T X e. If ft = ft, + ftj -ft3 then ft is a central idempotent. Suppose there exists a normal subgroup H of G for which -nHp = v * tj =£ 0. It is easily seen that the only normal subgroup G for which tthp =£ 0 is T X T X e which has finite index in G. Thus ft = 77^ = v * tj = tj since tj and ft are both idempotents. However, this implies that ft <s mTxTxe which is not true.
